
Dear RPA Family, 

I hope that this email finds all of you and your families doing well in these unprecedented 

times.  Before sharing some information, I want to share with you a verse from Sacred 

Scripture that I hope will resound in all our hearts.   

“Have no anxiety at all, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, make 

your requests known to God.”  (Phil 4:6) 

If you are like me, you will need to repeat these words often to yourself to let them sink 

in!  With all the uncertainty going on around us, one thing we can control (or at least 

attempt to) is our self-talk.  I pray that during this period, we will all make some time for 

silence and put these words into practice. 

While the official “best case scenario” from state authorities is still April 16th for the return 

of normal school operations, we are preparing our remote learning efforts to last beyond 

that date if needed.   With that in mind, here are a few highlights to share about our next 

steps: 

-  As shared previously, next week will be a “Library Enrichment Week.”  An email from Ms. 

Wheeler will be sent to you shortly with all of the details.  I can assure you that students will 

have plenty of projects and explorations to choose from which will enrich their learning and 

allow them to have a little fun along the way too.  Remember that this week was granted by 

Gov. DeSantis for schools to utilize, partly to allow time for teachers to be trained on new 

remote learning technologies, which we will be doing.   

Let me again take this opportunity to publicly thank our wonderful teachers and staff for all 

of the hard work they have and will continue to put in during this transition time!  As you 

know, they are an amazing group of people and we are all blessed to have them at RPA, 

especially at a time like this! 

-  For the next level of remote learning, we have chosen two new platforms which will allow 

for even more interaction and connectivity between teachers and students.   The first 

platform is Zoom.   Details will be different obviously with the various grade-levels, but 

teachers will hold “virtual” classes with students starting on April 3rd.   

-  The second technology we will be moving to is the FACTS LMS (Learning Management 

System) platform to further enhance our remote instruction capabilities for all teachers and 

grade levels.  FACTS LMS is similar to but even better than Google Classrooms because it 

will work in conjunction with our existing FACTS SIS (Student Information System - 

Renweb).  The system will add features such as remote discussions, chat boards, online 

classwork, and online assessments. Students will also be able to complete and turn in 

assignments online. Most importantly, this platform will serve as the central location for all 



communications so fewer e-mails will be needed.  I don’t know about you, but my eyes are 

blurry from all the emails that I am trying to respond to each day!  

We will be sharing instructional videos about both platforms next week so that both you 

and the students will be able to get trained up before April 3rd. 

Please be sure to email me directly if your family is in need of devices in your 

home.  We have the ability to loan out devices from RPA to be used during this time 

of remote learning for those in need.  

Please be sure to let your children know that we miss seeing them on campus but do look 

forward to increasing our “connectivity” with them with the next level of our remote 

learning.   

In His service, 

Scott J. Baier 

Head of School 

239-594-9888  

sbaier@royalpalmacademy.com 

"Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from 

it.” 

Proverbs 22:6 
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